
ONEBEAT KICKS OFF 10TH ANNIVERSARY WITH
COMMEMORATIVE PROGRAM AND RESIDENCY

Celebrating a Decade of Cultural Achievement in More Than 60 Countries Worldwide,
25 All-Star Alumni Convene in New Mexico for a Series of Performances, Community

Engagements and Educational Initiatives Centered Around Creative Collaboration

“People continue to be speechless & awestruck when attempting to relay their experience of OneBeat.”
Shodekeh Talifero 2018 (USA)

New York, NY – From October 17 through November 7, 2022, OneBeat–an annual music residency
and touring program created by the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs
and produced by Bang on a Can’s Found Sound Nation to transcend musical and geographic borders,
advocate for democratic values, and embrace diversity–reconvenes in celebration of the initiative’s
10-year anniversary.  OneBeat X will bring together for the first time 25 alumni of the program in
Taos, New Mexico for a three-week immersive residency connecting with Imagine Taos, KNCE
Radio, Old Montgomery Place, The Paseo Project, Revolt Gallery, STEMarts Lab, Taos Center for
the Arts, Taos Pueblo Day School and Twirl Taos and more.  The residency culminates in a
half-day arts and music festival featuring local artists and performances by OneBeat fellows at the
Albuquerque Rail Yards on Saturday November 5, from 3PM–8PM that is open to the public.

OneBeat X distinguishes itself by inviting musicians who’ve participated in past installments of the
program, allowing for unique reflection upon the initiative’s impact on cultural diplomacy, art, and
music-making through the years.  Among those invited to OneBeat X is award-winning Colombian
percussionist, Jenn del Tambó, who shares that “OneBeat is a project of enormous artistic and cultural
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impact, where artists from all over the world are visible and can interact with the possibility of creating an
unforgettable artistic experience, among a wholly unique multicultural brotherhood and sisterhood. Since
participating in the OneBeat program, I have felt supported and have experienced increased artistic
expectations.  This international exchange of knowledge with so many people around the globe makes
me feel so privileged and so eager to continue learning, producing music, and working with
communities–especially with women and girls in my country and in the world.” Some of this year’s
stand-out returning residents include Ghanaian poet and spoken word artist, Ama Diaka, 2016; Kenyan
producer and songwriter, “Blinky” Bill Sellanga, 2013; Warsaw-based composer and
multi-instrumentalist, Piotr Kurek, 2012; and South Korean improvisational gayageum-player, Kyungso
Park, 2012.

During the first two weeks of the residency, fellows will immerse themselves in Taos' landscape, where
they’ll connect directly with educators and students, indigenous communities and oral historians,
environmentalists and naturalists, artists and entrepreneurs around themes of land, place and ancestry.
Dialogue centered around the human relationship with the natural environment will provide the foundation
for the OneBeat X musical collaborations encompassing a series of public events and installations,
discussions and performances, including a partnership with the Taos Arts Center to feature film
screenings supported by PBS’s POV Our America: Documentaries in Dialogue initiative. Find out
more about OneBeat X events and fellows here.

The final week of the program will bring the artists to Albuquerque, where, in partnership with 516 ARTS
and the City of Albuquerque, OneBeat X concludes in a half-day festival at the historic Albuquerque Rail
Yards.  This festival will feature contemporary art installations by local and global artists curated by
516 ARTS, interactive music-making, and a special lineup of live performances by OneBeat and
guest artists, including performances by the celebrated Pan-Latin American powerhouse group
LADAMA who met during their 2014 residency and hail from Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela and USA,  a
collaboration between Nigerian guitarist Biodun Kuti 2012 and multi-instrumentalist Mark Stewart,  as
well as installations by visual and sound artist Chris Williams 2021 (USA), and visual artist and
filmmaker, Xuan 2022 (USA).

Continuing through the fall, OneBeat will release a Retrospective Film directed by composer, producer
and OneBeat co-director, Chris Marianetti. The film traces the journey of the program and its fellows,
depicting how personal transformations become universal experiences.  Soon after, OneBeat will launch
their much-anticipated digital interactive game, Telephenisis, a play on the classic children’s game,
telephone.  Telephenesis encourages a musical idea to be passed through a group of artists, where each
individual hears only the previous idea and creates a response.  Finally, OneBeat will drop their Best of
Album, featuring music recorded by fellows over the last ten years.

A TEN-YEAR HISTORY OF CULTURAL EXCHANGE

Secretary of State, Antony Blinken, affirms that cultural exchanges like OneBeat, “are a powerful way
for people to connect across borders and for countries to build respect for each other. Moreover, they’re
an integral part of U.S. foreign policy. Musicians, filmmakers, artists, writers, and athletes captivate the
world. Their work can get people to see each other’s humanity, build a sense of common purpose,
change the minds of those who misunderstand us.”
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For the past decade, OneBeat has redefined music diplomacy, bringing musical collaboration into civic
discourse.  More than a residency and tour, OneBeat is inspiring a global network of young leaders who
are using musical collaboration to encourage meaningful cross-cultural dialogue, rejuvenate local
economies, inspire youth, and build more egalitarian and harmonious societies.

Having grown from a single U.S.-based program to a suite of in-person and virtual initiatives that span
more than 60 countries worldwide, OneBeat has worked with over 400 early-career musicians,
educators, inventors, and artists from around the world.  As the community develops, alumni of the
program are implementing OneBeat-inspired projects in every region of the world, becoming leaders in
their communities and guiding new generations of creative thinkers.

OneBeat Artistic Directors write that, “Over the last 10 years, OneBeat has become a place where the
best, brightest, and most compassionate minds in music can collaborate, express the reason music is so
important to our humanity, and conjure up a spirit of cross-cultural unity with profound resonances.
Through music, we strive to build life-long connections between people that reach far beyond national
boundaries, and yet root us to the places we live and to the cultures that give us life. Year after year, we
hear stories of the way OneBeat has set in motion ideas that come into being years later.”

OneBeat Alumni have gone on to raise more than $1.6 million to spearhead over 200 civically engaged
music initiatives all over the world. These inventive projects address major issues facing communities
around the world, including women’s empowerment, youth education, conflict resolution, and more.
OneBeat alumni have made their mark on NPR’s Tiny Desk series, won Grammy Awards, become TED
fellows, produced award winning films, founded music education programs, such as Senegal-based
hip-hop project, Sunu Kaddu and Pakistani music academy, Meher-e-Khun Music School, and created
innovated new global exchanges themselves, Hear Be Dragons.

Committed to the idea that music is a vehicle for civic discourse and cultural exchange, OneBeat
programs have touched down in 11 countries and 46 cities, produced 135 concerts, and worked with
150 partner organizations to create educational workshops, creative collaborations, panel discussions
and popup public events.  As digital ambassadors of culture, music, and education, Alumni have garnered
more than 500,000,000 views on video streaming platforms, representing more than viral spikes but deep
engagement with fans, audiences, and local community.  OneBeat has also recorded over 200 music
tracks, produced more than 400 videos, and published over 8,000 professional photographs, in
addition to its active social presence on Instagram, YouTube, Vimeo, Bandcamp, Soundcloud and more.

Past participants and partners have unanimously stated that OneBeat has positively impacted their
personal and professional futures and improved their ability for intercultural creative collaboration.

“OneBeat might be the most beautiful thing that has ever happened to me, ever... It is a magical
meeting, and what comes out is therefore magical.” - Gizem Oruç 2014 (Turkey)

“OneBeat totally changed my mind and my life. OneBeat let me know that music really has a
strong and special power in people’s communication and in making the world a better one.
OneBeat opened a new world to me.” - Wei Wei 2012 (China)

“OneBeat was sincerely one of the deepest experiences of my life, one that shifted the plates of
my foundation both as a creator and human.” - Courtney Hartman 2017 (USA)’
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‘OneBeat collaborating artist Nathalie Joachim from the Grammy-winning Eighth Blackbird
ensemble, remarked that, “Of all of the programs I’ve seen, OneBeat is one of very few that truly
does achieve an inclusionary artistic experience on an expansive international level, and I was
just floored by it all.... my heart is honestly still so full from the experience.”

“A united nations of music…World music in its truest sense” –The New York Times, Larry
Rohter

Florida based Atlantic Center for the Arts, a longtime OneBeat partner, shares that “Cultural
exchange programs such as OneBeat are invaluable in our community. Music is one of the most
available forms of experiencing other cultures.”

Sara Peyton, of Treefort in Boise, Idaho states that, “OneBeat showed our community the magic
that happens when people from all over the world unite under one beautiful cause.  Experiencing
the Fellows’ passion for each other and music was awe inspiring.  Their presence further
enforced our local art communities’ views that diversity is important, collaboration is critical, and
music can change the world.”

“I’m incredibly grateful to OneBeat for giving me a rare glimpse into the power of community and
global connection that is possible through deep artistic collaboration.  OneBeat changed my
perspective on my own music making–prior to the program, I saw myself as a percussionist–but
in the years since, I have broadened my understanding of myself and my practice to include
sound sculpture, experimental improvisation, and community-based interdisciplinary work.  The
network of OneBeat Fellows around the world is a far-reaching and powerful one, and I’ve been
amazed at the support offered to me from Fellows around the world." – Jess Tsang, 2019 (USA).

MORE ABOUT ONEBEAT

OneBeat convenes musical leaders from the U.S. and every region of the world to develop collaborative
music initiatives that build resilient civil societies and contribute to cross-cultural dialogue. Over the years,
OneBeat has grown into a global community of musicians who link their artistic processes with the
betterment of their communities, and has, to date, expanded to include OneBeat Abroad, a program in
collaboration with U.S. embassies and based in countries with strong OneBeat alumni networks, the
OneBeat Podcast, a monthly series featuring interviews and stories from the world of OneBeat and its
fellows, and the OneBeat Accelerator, a program which supports the initiative’s growing artist network by
providing seed grants to alumni who are developing and implementing socially-engaged projects in their
home communities.

ABOUT FSN

Found Sound Nation (FSN) is a collective of artists who use music-making to connect people across
cultural divides. FSN believes that collaborative music creation is a deeply effective way to become aware
of the beauty, trauma, and hidden potential in communities. Their process gives voice to the
underrepresented, unlocks the creative potential of youth, and supports movements for social justice.
Founded by Christopher Marianetti and Jeremy Thal in 2010, Found Sound Nation began its work as part
of the groundbreaking new music organization Bang on a Can, created in 1987 by composers Michael
Gordon, David Lang and Julia Wolfe.
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ABOUT BANG ON A CAN

Since its first Marathon concert in 1987, Bang on a Can has been creating an international community
dedicated to innovative music, wherever it is found. With adventurous programs, it commissions,
performs, presents, and records new works, develops new audiences, and educates the musicians of the
future. Bang on a Can is building a world in which powerful new musical ideas flow freely across all
genres and borders.

ABOUT ECA

The Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs' (ECA) mission is to increase mutual understanding
between the people of the United States and the people of other countries by means of educational and
cultural exchange that assist in the development of peaceful relations.

For Press Inquiries contact: ECA-Press@state.gov
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